In this paper we describe a systematic approach to uncovering multiple clusterings underlying a dataset. In contrast to previous approaches, the proposed method uses information about structures that are not desired and consequently is very useful in an exploratory datamining setting. Specifically, the problem is formulated as constrained model-based clustering where the constraints are placed at a model-level. Two variants of an EM algorithm, for this constrained model, are derived. The performance of both variants is compared against a state-of-the-art information bottleneck algorithm on both synthetic and real datasets.
Introduction
Clustering is a form of unsupervised learning which groups instances based on their similarity. Most clustering algorithms either optimize some objective [15] or make use of a similarity/distance function between instances [13] . In real applications there may be multiple clusterings underlying the data and the user may typically not know a priori which clustering is of interest. A commonly identified liability of clustering is the large degree to which the solution returned is dictated by assumptions inherent in the choice of similarity of objective function [12] . To address this, a number of semisupervised clustering approaches have been proposed. They all share a dependency on user-supplied knowledge about the structure of the desired solution. They differ, however, on how this knowledge is employed. Approaches vary from enforcing constraints directly within the algorithm [22] , seeding the initialization of clusters [1] , learning distance functions based on user input as in [23] and [12] , or even a combination of these approaches such as in [3, 2] which learns a distance function and enforces constraints within the algorithm.
The problem with these approaches is that the user may be unable to define a useful similarity function or specify prior knowledge of a desired solution. For example, consider the "Yahoo! problem" of [6] : you are given 100,000 text documents and asked to group them into categories. You are not given any information in advance about what categories to use or which documents are related. The goal is then to create a categorization which can be browsed and accessed efficiently. In [6] , they propose an iterative solution which supplies clusterings to the user and receives feedback according to three forms. The user may specify "This document doesn't belong in here," "Move this document to that cluster," and "These two documents shouldn't (or should) be in the same cluster." We note that all three forms of feedback require the user to have information about a desired clustering. Furthermore, with 100,000 documents, a user may be able to inspect only a small percentage of the documents. Feedback obtained may be appropriate for the sample but misleading for the overall dataset. This will have the effect of biasing the search and suppressing other interesting clusterings of which the user is not aware.
We propose as an alternate approach to provide the user with a series of high-quality non-redundant clusterings. In our case, feedback would not require positive knowledge about which instances should be assigned to which cluster. Instead, the user's interaction would be to specify, "Find another clustering." With this in mind, we develop a mechanism to systematically search through the clusterings underlying the data. A formal framework to incorporate this non-redundancy as constraints in model-based clustering, as well as associated algorithms for obtaining high-quality solutions, is the focus of this paper.
Problem Definition
Unsupervised clustering algorithms obtain the natural grouping underlying the data 1 . In some cases, prior knowledge about a desired clustering can be incorporated using a variety of constrained clustering techniques [22] [14] [23] . Briefly, these techniques require the analyst to provide explicit knowledge of the target clustering. E.g. in [22] : must-link constraints require two instances to be assigned the same cluster and cannot-link constraints require two instances to be assigned to different clusters.
In contrast, we consider the less-studied setting in which the knowledge available pertains to particular solutions which are not desired. Our goal is to use this knowledge to discover new clusterings in a systematic fashion. In this paper this knowledge can be expressed in the following two ways:
[a.] Known clusterings One or more clusterings are given.
[b.] Negative features A set of "negative" features is specified and clusterings associated with these features are undesired.
In case [a.] above, the goal is to find newer clusterings which do not resemble the known clusterings. In case [b.], the goal is to find clusterings not associated with the negative features. To understand the implications of negative features, consider the example in Table 1 . Each instance has been separated into "negative" and "remaining" features. Clustering only on the negative features produces clusters {1, 2, 5, 6} and {3, 4, 7, 8}. We desire clusterings that are different from this grouping of the data. The naive solution of simply ignoring y . Consequently the naive solution will still result in finding {1, 2, 5, 6} and {3, 4, 7, 8}
2 . However, a more intelligent search may find {1, 2, 3, 4} and {5, 6, 7, 8} which is a different and meaningful grouping of the data. What complicates matters is that in general there may be many natural clusterings and negative features may have more than one associated clustering. The task at hand is then to find a meaningful grouping of the data 2 Note that even repeated runs of clustering techniques which depend on random initializations, such as k-means [15] , will typically return this dominant clustering.
which is different from all clusterings associated with the negative features.
Techniques have been derived from the Information Bottleneck framework [20] for related problems. The Information Bottleneck with Side Information [5] may be applied to clustering and we will use it as a baseline in our experiments. In [9] , the Conditional Information Bottleneck was proposed as a technique to find a nonredundant clustering in a dataset given one known clustering. It is not, however, designed for the setting in which negative features may be associated with several known clusterings.
3 Constrained Model-Based Clustering Mathematically stated, we have a n-instance dataset Y = {y i : i = 1 . . . n}. Each instance, y i is assumed to have negative y 
Model
Recall that our interest is in grouping the instances to maximize their similarity in y + i while simultaneously searching for structure that is not already present in y 
3.2 Objective Function for CMBC The unconstrained task would be to find a clustering which max-imizes (3.1). Here we extend (3.1) to incorporate the prior knowledge as model-level constraints. The term model-level constraints refers to restrictions on the space of clustering. We begin by representing the prior knowledge as constraints.
Representing Knowledge as Constraints
Recall from above that both forms of knowledge may be expressed via y − i . A natural way to express the constrained problem is [note an implicit assumption that cluster probabilities are equal]:
The intuition behind the constraints is to enforce the requirement that the value taken by y − i should not influence the cluster assignments.
The constraints in (3.2) may be too restrictive and allow only degenerate solutions. To soften the constraints, we replace them with the requirement that the conditional entropy, H(C|Y − ), be high, where
is maximized when the constraints in (3.2) are met. This results in the following objective function:
where γ acts as a tradeoff between the loglikelihood and the penalty terms. Intuitively, as γ is increased the resulting solution is farther away from the clusterings associated with Y − . 
Approximating the
Then, both terms H(C, Y − ) and H(Y − ) may be computed easily from p(y
The remaining hurdle is that each term contains a log of sums, which prevents us from deriving closedform update equations in an EM algorithm: the H(Y − ) sums over k within the log term. Further, as will be seen in Appendix A, the p(y − i |c k ), which occurs in the log terms of both H(Y − ) and H(C, Y − ), also requires performing a sum. We address this issue by replacing these entropy terms with quadratic bounds.
The Shannon entropies in (3.5) and (3.6) can be approximated by the commonly-used Havrda-Charvát structural δ-entropy [11] to obtain quadratic expressions, however this approximation can be quite loose 3 . Instead we make use of quadratic bounds recently presented in [10] and [21] . These lower and upper bounds are built around the index of coincidence (IC), the probability of drawing the same element in two independent trials. From [21] , we obtain the lower bound which we denote by H l (X):
where d is the number of elements x, used to define:
From [10] , we use the upper bound on H(X), which we denote as H u (X): (3.10)
Applying (3.7) to H(Y − , C) and (3.10) to H(Y − ) in our objective function (3.4) we obtain:
Empirical Approximation We describe how to compute p(y − i |c k ) and terms in l(Y) in Appendix A.
For this paper we assume the p(c k ) are constant. From the computation in (A.5), it is clear that p(y
is constant for a given dataset and so can be ignored in l(Y). Also, from (A.5), we see the p(y 
where Q = 
EM Algorithm
Select annealing rate α < 1. Initialize T to be high. Randomly initialize p(y + ·j |c k ). Loop until hard-assignment obtained:
Step Compute assignment expectations:
• for all instances i = 1 . . . n: • for all instances i = 1 . . . n:
• Maximize for p(y + ·j |c k ) by solving: (4.18) second and third terms from (3.14)
4 . The M-step finds the maximum likelihood estimates for the model parameters, p(y + ·j |c k ), given the q(c k |y i ) from (4.15). The derivation, as described in Appendix B, produces the cubic equations in (4.16) and (4.18) and has a closedform solution due to [4] , however in our experiments for ease of implementation we use a numerical method to obtain solutions. We may either perform partial maximization in each iteration using the optimization method of [17] as in Figure 1 or approximate this using a faster batch update as shown in Figure 2 . For both approaches, we use a deterministic annealing algorithm [18] which obtains hard-assignments.
Information
Bottleneck with Side Information [IBwS] A state-of-the-art existing approach, the IBwS algorithm [5] , provides a convenient and elegant way of introducing model-level constraints in optimizing the following objective function: Following an annealing approach as suggested in [20] , β may be increased until a hard clustering is found.
Experiments
We report experiments on both synthetic and real datasets using CMBCbu [ Fig. 1 ], CMBCpm [ Fig. 2] and a deterministic annealing version of IBwS (dIBwS). Results from all experiments are evaluated using the normalized mutual information (NMI) [8] , which for clustering C and true labeling L measures how much information C captures about L. It is computed as
H(L) and ranges from 0 [no information] to 1 [C = L].
Synthetic Data
We generate synthetic datasets which contain multiple clusterings to test the ability of the algorithms to find those clusterings. In particular, we generate data with 4 underlying clusterings,
The strength of the clustering is controlled by the number of features associated with it; 6 features are associated with Q (1) , 5 with Q (2) , 4 with Q (3) and 3 with Q (4) , resulting in an 18-dimensional set. The resultant dataset contains 4 underlying clusterings ordered according to decreasing strength:
groups the data into 2 clusters where each cluster has a representative binary vector. Drawing an instance now consists of, for each of
) }, randomly selecting one of the two clusters and assigning the binary vector for that cluster. Noise is introduced by randomly flipping each feature with some probability p noise . We have divided the experiments according to the two forms of prior knowledge.
Known Clusterings
The first experiment evaluates the ability of the algorithms to find successive clusterings and is divided into three sessions. For Session 1, we assume that one clustering, Q (1) , is known, for Session 2 we assume that Q (1) and Q (2) are known, and for Session 3, we assume that Q (1) , Q (2) , and Q (3) are known. In each session we consider datasets with p noise ranging from 0.1 to 0.3. The value of γ for each of the CMBC and IBwS algorithms is independently optimized over 20 possible settings for baseline setting p noise = 0.1 and this value is retained for all other p noise settings. Setting γ in this manner allows us to investigate the robustness with respect to γ of the algorithms if applied to different datasets. We will later investigate the ranges of effective γ for each of the p noise . We compare performance against a deterministic annealing version of Expectation Maximization (EM) [7] , which does not incorporate any prior knowledge. Results are shown in Table 2 .
Uncovering Underlying Structure We first evaluate the algorithms over all three sessions for the baseline setting where p noise = 0.1. Here we expect the best performance as this is the setting for which the algorithms have been tuned. The EM algorithm does not incorporate any prior knowledge and so obtains the same solution across sessions. It typically discovers the most prominent clustering, Q (1) . Of the 100 datasets, EM obtains a solution with N M I(C, Q
(1) ) > 0.75 for 87 sets and N M I(C, Q (2) ) > 0.75 for 13. In none of the trials does EM obtain solutions with N M I(C, Q (3) ) > 0.75 or N M I(C, Q (4) 2) in Session 1 occurs because in several of the trials, it instead discovers Q (3) . This is not a failure of the algorithm; it is successfully accomplishing the task of discovering a novel clustering, however it is not discovering the next most prominent clustering. We will discuss this phenomenon further when looking at other noise settings.
Examining results for higher noise settings, we find the performance of dIBwS drops dramatically. For example, consider Session 2 with p noise = 0.20. CMBCbu finds solutions that average N M I(C, Q (3) ) = 0.4782, and CMBCpm that average N M I(C, Q (3) ) = 0.5007 whereas for dIBwS, N M I(C, Q (3) ) = 0.0008. The dIBwS algorithm is finding solutions similar to known clustering Q (2) . This behaviour is consistent for the higher noise (p noise ≥ 0.20) settings throughout Sessions 2 and 3 where dIBwS fails to discover unknown clusterings. Interestingly, in these cases, dIBwS seems to consistently discover the weakest of the known clusterings, as can be seen by looking at Sessions 2 and 3. In Session 2, where Q (2) is the weakest known clustering, N M I(C, Q (2) ) is 0.8404 and 0.8601 for p noise set to 0.20 and 0.30. In Session 3, where Q (3) is the weakest known clustering, N M I(C, Q (3) ) is 0.9800 and 0.7270 for p noise set to 0.20 and 0.30. For all of these settings, the solutions obtained by CMBCbu and CMBCpm are most like the target clustering, whereas dIBwS largely fails to discover the target clustering.
In comparing CMBCbu and CMBCpm, there is not a clear winner. As we saw in the baseline setting of p noise = 0.10, CMBCbu's performance relative to CMBCpm and dIBwS generally improves across sessions as there are more known clusterings. There does not, however, appear to be a clear trend within a given session as the noise is increased.
Finally, in Sessions 1 and 2, where there are multi- Table 2 : Mean NMI for 100 synthetic sets generated with 1000 instances according to the procedure in Section 6.1. Parameter settings are: α = 0.5, γ CMBCbu = .97, γ CMBCpm = .95, γ IBwS = 2.5714. Table 2 .) In general, the CMBC algorithms were more sensitive to initialization than dIBwS which often obtains the same solution regardless of initialization. This is despite the fact that all three algorithms are using a deterministic annealing framework.
Robustness of γ Parameter. While the performance of dIBwS deteriorates for p noise > 0.10, performance can be improved by re-tuning γ. This was tested on Session 3 with results shown in Figures 4 and 3 . It can easily be seen in Figure 3 that, with CMBCbu, an optimal γ value for one p noise setting is successful on other p noise settings. For example, γ = .95 is optimal for p noise = 0.10, but also scores well for p noise = 0.20 and p noise = 0.30. On the other hand, the fact that the curves are not nested in Figure 4 indicates that dIBwS is more sensitive to the value of γ. For example, the optimal γ = 2.6667 on p noise = 0.10 fails completely on p noise = 0.20 and p noise = 0.30. (4) in Session 3 for varying γ, CMBCbu: optimal γ for one p noise works for other p noise Table 3 shows the results of a similar set of experiments using negative features instead of known clusterings. Half of the features associated with each clustering were set to be in y − . The use of multiple negative features means information which was previously part of the y + is now instead part of the y − . For example, consider Session 1 where in the previous experiments y + contained 6 features associated with the known clustering. In these experiments, 3 of those features are instead part of y − meaning y (4) in Session 3 for varying γ, p noise . dIBwS: optimal γ for one p noise fails for other p noise now contains only 3 remaining features associated with the known clustering. Examining the baseline settings (p noise = 0.10), the algorithms appear competitive except for Session 3, where CMBCpm substantially underperforms CMBCbu and dIBwS. As in the previous set of experiments, we note for Session 1 that the CMBC techniques do occasionally discover the less prominent clusterings, as evidenced by the fact that N M I(C, Q (3)) is 0.0333 and 0.0253 for CMBCbu and CMBCpm whereas it is 0.0008 for dIBwS. This phenomenon is consistent across noise settings for Session 1, however in Session 2, the results are mixed. In Session 2, dIBwS also discovers less prominent clusterings.
Negative Features
The most striking difference between these results and the results in the previous section is that the performance of dIBwS does not deteriorate strongly as the noise increases. In fact, in Sessions 1 and 3, the dIBwS continues to outperform CMBCpm and CMBCbu as the noise increases, e.g. in Session 1, p noise = 0.30, the N M I(C, Q (2) ) is 0.3245 for dIBwS while for CMBCpm and CMBCbu it is 0.3064 and 0.2148. In Session 3, p noise = 0.30, N M I(C, Q (3) ) is 0.1488 for dIBwS while for CMBCbu and CMBCpm it is 0.1221 and 0.0578. In these experiments where noise features are given, dIBwS does not share the same sensitivity to parameter settings as in the known clustering experiments.
Real Data
In this section we report our experiments on a sub-set of the RCV-1 corpus [19] . We define three collections, each with two different clusterings based on T opic and Region. E.g. in reut2x2a [described below], documents can be clustered into T opic cate- Table 3 : Mean NMI for 100 synthetic sets generated with 1000 instances according to the procedure in Section 6.1. Parameter settings are: α = 0.5, γ CMBCbu = .9, γ CMBCpm = .9, γ IBwS = 1.2222. (2) and Q (3) are known. Goal is discovery of Q (4) . Session 3: y − = 50% of the features associated with For each collection, stopwords were removed and a frequency cutoff was used to filter out the low frequency terms. We then evaluated the algorithms according to two scenarios. Each scenario consists of assuming one of either T opic or Region clusterings is known and then evaluating the algorithms on their ability to find the other clustering. Tables 4 and 5 show the best of 10 random initializations for each of the algorithms. The experiments on real data confirmed the patterns observed with synthetic data. Specifically, CMBCbu and CMBCpm outperform dIBwS on all experiments except for the reut2x2b set in Scenario 2 where CMBCpm and dIBwS tie and dIBwS scores better than CMBCbu by 1.28x. For all other experiments the median performance gain with respect to dIBwS is 1.54x for CMBCpm and 1.66x for CMBCbu. Performance of CMBCbu and CMBCpm is considerably stronger than dIBwS in Scenario 2 -reut2x2a where CMBCbu has a NMI of 0.7576 and CMBCpm has a NMI of 0.7621 but dIBwS has a NMI of only 0.1600. In Scenario 1 -reut2x2c, CMBCbu and CMBCpm outperform dIBwS and find reasonably high quality solutions with NMIs of 0.3162 and 0.3257 for CMBCbu and CMBCpm respectively while dIBwS scores 0.1903, further showing that the outperformance of CMBCbu and CMBCpm with respect to dIBwS can be substantial.
We now consider the only experiment where CMBCbu and CMBCpm did not outperform dIBwS. On Scenario 2 -reut2x2b, dIBwS, with a NMI of 0.0934 outscores CMBCbu (NMI = 0.0729) and ties with CMBCpm, also with a NMI of 0.0934. In fact, dIBwS obtains the same clustering in both scenarios, highlighting a difficulty with using extrinsic measures like NMI to evaluate success. Namely, there may be other prominent structure in the dataset which is not associated with our known categorizations. Then, the algorithm may discover this unassociated structure in both scenarios.
The presence of other prominent structures is a possible explanation for for the low NMI scores in Scenario 1 -reut2x2a where CMBCbu (NMI = 0.0189) and CMBCpm (NMI = 0.0014) beats dIBwS (NMI = 0.0002). Clearly the algorithms are not discovering the clustering we expect. indicating that the "Topic" clustering we have in mind may not prominent in the data. This hypothesis is a reasonable explanation for this dataset which includes substantially more documents (n=3400) than the other two (n=1547 and n=800.) We intend to study these effects further to better determine the causes of the poor performance.
Finally, these experiments confirm there is no penalty associated with using the batch update approach of CMBCbu instead of the partial maximization approach of CMBCpm. This is an advantageous finding as the runtime of the CMBCbu algorithm is comparable with dIBwS whereas CMBCpm incurs a greater computational cost.
Conclusions
In this paper we have addressed the problem of systematically uncovering multiple clusterings underlying a dataset. We have proposed a constrained likelihood model and an associated EM algorithm with two variants [CMBCbu and CMBCpm]. These algorithms, along with an existing state-of-the-art information bottleneck variant [dIBwS], have been evaluated on both synthetic and real data in their ability to systematically uncover new clusterings. On synthetic data, all algorithms showed the ability to uncover multiple underlying clusterings even under noise. The performance of CMBCbu and CMBCpm was more robust to noise with respect to parameter settings than dIBwS. With increasing amounts of information the performance of the dIBwS algorithm was comparable to that of CMBCbu and CMBCpm.
The experiments on real data confirmed the patterns observed with synthetic data. In the highdimensional, high-noise and minimal-information setting of real data, the CMBC methods outperformed dIBwS, where only in one case did dIBwS not come in last. However, the results of CMBCpm come at a higher computational cost while the CMBCbu algorithm, on the other hand, is comparable in runtime to the dIBwS algorithm. Notably, there appeared to be no penalty for using the batch update approach of CMBCbu instead of partial maximization as in CMBCpm.
The CMBC methods rely on several assumptions, namely: clusters have roughly equal probability, the prior knowledge is generated according to a mixture of relevant features, and features are binary. It remains to be seen whether these methods may be modified to relax these assumptions. In general, however, the results are very encouraging and this direction of research certainly Table 4 : Scenario 1: Topic clustering is known. NMI of best of 10 random initializations on the Reuters RCV1 sets. The goal is to find the Region clustering. We use δ = 0.5 and γ is tuned for each set. Highest scores are in bold. 
A. E.g. for the data in Table 1 , 14) The critical points of (3.14) may by obtained as follows: First, the expanded versions given in (B.2) and (B.3) are substituted into (3.14). Next, the standard variational approximation for EM is applied [for details, see [16] ]. Finally, the result is differentiated with respect to θ hk and equated to zero. The result is a cubic equation. This is because the p(y 2) which itself appears in the first term of (3.14). Since the y + ij are binary, we are guaranteed that after differentiating we obtain a cubic equation. Using the fact that A 2 (j, l) = A 2 (l, j), and grouping terms results in the cubic equation in Lemma B.1.
